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Critical Technical Challenges 
Many of us have many family memories saved on 

physical and electronic media but we do not have a 

mechanism to search them.  Some of these memories are 

locked up in analog format such as black and white 16mm 

films (no audio), black and white photographs, color 

photographs, cassette recordings, 8 track tape, VHS tapes 

and 8MM tapes.  Others are held in electronic formats 

such as a digital pictures and digital video.  Most analog 

formats can be converted to a digital format.  The 

challenge is trying to search the digital formats for events 

such as a “1
st
 birthday party”, “wedding” or “anniversary 

party”. 

 Although the problem area pertains to family memories 

captured on media, the same can be applied to other fields 

such as sports, entertainment, business, law enforcement, 

and state and federal government. 

 

Existing Approaches 
Currently, the most reliable approach to this problem is to 

simply generate a strip of keyframes for each video.  This 

allows a user to visually review a summary of the video 

without searching for and opening various players.   

Current media processing systems detect attributes and 

features to search for events of interest.  The attributes 

(e.g., the eyes on a face, an edge of a birthday cake, a 

change of speaker) and features (e.g., face recognition, 

scene classification, speech recognition) are used to detect 

events of interest.  The events are detected based on 

training data and models.   

 In order to detect events, multimedia processing 

techniques need accurate attribute and feature detections.  

Every year these processing techniques improve. But with 

the proliferation of smaller media capture devices (e.g., 

cell phones, digital cameras) and small storage devices on 

them, the input to these detection techniques is highly 

compressed data.  This highly compressed data is lossy 

and makes accurate detection more difficult.  

 To solve this problem, existing approaches must be 

made more adaptable to lower bandwidth video and 

detection requirements for new domains. 

 

Methods and Techniques 

There are a number of commercial and open source 

transcoding solutions that are available.  The challenge is 

that the tool providers must be able to process the new 

formats as well as the old. 

 Current feature attribute, feature and event detection 

techniques work well for the area they have been trained.  

Take them out of that space and the false negatives and 

positives turn an extremely powerful technique into a 

burden to a user or system.  These systems must be more 

resilient to diverse data. 

 An area of exploration is in the area of leveraging 

different detections from different data types and 

discovering the user’s event of interest.  For example, if a 

user queries for video of his son’s first birthday, the query 

could be broken down to the following attributes: 

 

Video Birthday Cake/Candles Young boys face 

Audio Speaker ID Singing 

ASR “Happy Birthday to you” “First Birthday” 

 

Data Sets 

Data sets are difficult to develop/share because of 

personal privacy issues. Mechanisms to protect and share 

the required data sets need to be developed. 

 

Tools 

The tools that currently show the most promise for this 

problem area are keyframing, ASR, Speaker ID, Face 

Recognition and Image Categorization. 

 

Remaining Gaps 
Within the next few years, transcoding tools that can 

convert most older video formats and newer video 

formats will become more prevalent.  Keyframing 

components that integrate with these tools will shortly 

follow. 

 Within the next five years, we will see more audio and 

video processing tools that can more accurately process 

low bandwidth media in conjunction with processing 

media outside their initially trained domain. 

 Will I be able to search family videos for my son’s 1
st
  

birthday … it depends in your definition of “search”? 


